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Abstract— We present an interactive robotic platform for
teleoperated grasping as an educational tool. With this open-
source robot application, we engage children and young adults
with robotics and make computer science education more vivid.
Our teleoperation method uses the Leap Motion optical gesture
tracker to simultaneously control each of the four degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) of a robotic hand and the six-DOF tool pose
of a serial manipulator. A control algorithm is developed to
relate the operator’s palm pose to the manipulator’s tool pose.
The operator commands the robotic hand with relative finger
movements of the thumb, index, and middle finger. We present
preliminary results from a pick-and-place demonstration show-
cased at a public science fair held at Imperial College London.

I. INTRODUCTION

The latest market trends show that robotics is a rapidly
growing field. In the last decade, the number of operational
industrial robots worldwide has almost tripled to 2.7 million
in 2019 [1] and is estimated to reach 20 million by 2030 [2].
Consequently, the demand for robot service personnel and
robotics researchers is forecast to rise. Conversely, a 2015
study by the European Union reports that only two-thirds of
the respondents had a favorable view of robots, indicating a
decline by six percent compared to their previous survey in
2012 [3]. New educational tools that engage children and
young adults with robotics will help them in fostering a
positive emotional response to robots and can inspire them
to pursue a career in this domain to meet the ever-growing
demand for roboticists.

Research shows that children and young adults, in particu-
lar, can benefit from new educational robotics tools. A recent
study demonstrated that young adults are significantly more
likely to engage with robots than elderly persons [4]. More-
over, the positive effect of educational robotics on children
is widely acknowledged. Using robotics as an educational
tool for pupils can spark interest in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) subjects, promote
collaboration among peers, improve social skills [5], [6] and
improve children’s measured spatial ability [7]. Studies also
show that engaging students with robotics to teach computer
science concepts is both valuable at the university level [8],
[9], as well as at the elementary school level [10].
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of interactive grasping task.

Several prior works presented robotic applications to en-
gage children with robotics. Sullivan et al. [11] proposed
Kibo, a mobile robotics toolkit designed for children be-
tween 4 and 7 years old. It engages children in exploring
robotics concepts through tangible programming blocks and
a modular robot architecture consisting of different actuators,
wheels, lights, and sensors. Other works use similar mobile
robot platforms to design robotics curricula engaging primary
[12] and secondary school students [13], [14], [12], [15],
[16] with STEM. Furthermore, humanoids robots, such as
the Nao or Darwin, were used in educational programs
to illustrate robotics concepts, such as computer vision or
speech recognition [17].

Robotic arms and gripping devices are widely used tools
in industry and thus play an important role in educational
robotics. While robotic arms and grippers serve as teaching
devices at the university level [18], [19], [20], they are far
less prevalent in educational robotics for children. As demon-
strated above, primary and secondary education mainly relies
on simple mobile robot platforms and less on articulated
robots. Platforms aimed at children are generally simpler
and less interactive, at least in the context of real-world
manipulation. However, it is through these very interactions
that a deep and synoptic understanding is achieved in the
young [21], [22].

Interaction is fundamental, and a master interface can
play an essential role in the engagement and immersion of
users [23]. The advent of modern motion tracking systems
has sparked an increase in the use of human hand gestures
for human-computer interaction [24]. We hypothesize that
a gesture-based master interface for teleoperating a serial



manipulator can enhance and naturalize interactions and thus
provides better user engagement in the context of educational
robotics.

Hand motion tracking interfaces, such as the Leap Motion
(LM) [25], were previously used as a master interface
for teleoperated robotic grasping. We found that the Leap
Motion’s potential as a natural user interface was often
not fully exploited. Prior works presented Leap Motion
control of three-fingered grippers and six-DOF serial robots
in the context of elderly care [26], virtual-reality assisted
teleoperation [27], [28], and simulated environments [29].
[26] rely on binary grasp and release commands for the
gripper which the operator triggers with corresponding hand
gestures. On the other hand, [27], [28], [29] linearly map
the closure of the human hand to the simultaneous closure
of all robotic fingers as a percentage ∈ [0, 1]. In these control
frameworks [26], [27], [28], [29] it is not possible to actuate
fingers individually, and therefore, much of the three-fingered
robotic hand’s dexterity is lost. More importantly, a lack of
natural movement transfer from humans to robots is bound
to impact both immersion and engagement negatively. Some
related works present LM control of serial manipulators with
one-DOF parallel-jaw grippers [30], [31], [32], which may
provide a good solution for simple grasping tasks. However,
such non-anthropomorphic grippers are less suitable in en-
gaging users, as human-like characteristics in technology are
an important factor for user interaction [33]. Furthermore,
the presented works do not explicitly focus on system safety
and usability, which is essential when targeting children and
other non-technical users.

This work presents a case study for an educational soft-
ware framework aimed at human interactive robotic grasping,
formed by three components: a hand tracking device, a
robotic three-fingered anthropomorphic gripper, and a serial
robot. The framework was designed with a strong emphasis
on safety and simplicity to make the tool usable for the
robotics education of technical novices. Our framework for
gesture-based teleoperation allows actuating all four DOF
of the robotic gripper individually while simultaneously
controlling the gripper’s six-DOF pose, which provides a
natural imitation of human grasping using three fingers.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. System Requirements

The primary system requirements for the robotic platform
are interactivity, safety, and a simple programming structure.
We create an interactive teleoperation experience by using
the Leap Motion optical gesture tracker as the master in-
terface. Gesture control provides an intuitive interface for
the novices in our target group, especially compared to
traditional control methods such as 2D joysticks or pre-
programmed motion plans. To meet our high safety require-
ments, we combine the integrated hardware sensors of the
robot with safety software modules. This combination creates
safe and constrained workspaces suitable for deploying the
robotic platform at public demonstrations. Lastly, we base
our software framework on the Robot Operating System
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Fig. 2: ROS network overview (* is third party software).

(ROS) [34] to achieve a simple programming structure. Our
platform provides an excellent opportunity for students to
get acquainted with this widely used library. Our packages
are available as an open-source tool1, and since our software
is ROS-based, it is easy to modify and extend according to
specific applications that can go beyond simple demonstra-
tions.

B. Hardware Components

The robotic rig comprises three integrated hardware com-
ponents: a hand tracking device, a serial robot, and a three-
fingered robotic gripper. The hand tracking device is the
Leap Motion, a markerless optical gesture tracker based on
infrared stereo imaging [35]. The device provides geometric
information of hands or tools recognized in its field of view
(FOV). The serial robot used in this case study is the KUKA
LBR Med 7 R800, a 7 DOF cobot with a 7kg payload
[36] mounted on a table. The proposed software can work
with other serial robots that may be more affordable than
the KUKA LBR by substituting the KUKA Sunrise Toolbox
(KST) [37], which acts as the interface between the KUKA
API and the proposed software. The robotic gripper for this
study is the ReFlex TakkTile robotic hand by RightHand
Robotics, a four DOF gripper with one bending DOF in each
finger and one coupled rotational DOF for the two adjacent
fingers [38].

C. Software Components

We designed the software using the ROS Kinetic frame-
work (Ubuntu Xenial 16.04) as shown in Fig. 2. The ROS
nodes are written in the high-level programming languages
Python and MATLAB as they are most suitable for novice
programmers [39]. The Leap Hand Node is a package that
translates the fingertip positions into actuation commands
for the robotic hand by measuring the angle of the fingers
with respect to the palm normal vector. The Leap Motion’s
firmware Leap Daemon interfaces with the Leap Motion

1Source code and supplementary video material available at
github.com/axkoenig/leap_teleop and youtube.com/
watch?v=RDbpd9d7U2k.

github.com/axkoenig/leap_teleop
youtube.com/watch?v=RDbpd9d7U2k
youtube.com/watch?v=RDbpd9d7U2k


Node [40], which publishes the raw sensor data to the ROS
network at 100Hz. The Leap KUKA Node is composed of
a script that maps the operator’s hand pose to the desired
robot tool pose. We use the KUKA Sunrise Toolbox (KST)
[37] to interface with the robot. The KUKA Control Node
is a package designed around the KST. This node can also
be used standalone for KUKA LBR robots, facilitating the
interface with different input devices, such as joysticks. The
KUKA Control Node runs a safety controller, calculates
inverse kinematics, and sends commands to the native KUKA
robot controller in joint space. The Sunrise Toolbox Server
is a part of the KST and is deployed on the KUKA robot
embedded controller.

III. ROBOT HAND CONTROL

The Leap Hand Node directly controls the four DOF
of the robotic hand by evaluating the four human finger
flexion angles α, β, γ and δ. The relevant variables for the
calculation of α, β and γ are displayed in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Human finger flexion angles which we map to
position control commands on the robotic hand [41].

Let pc denote the palm center in the Leap Motion coordi-
nate frame {L}. The finger flexion angles α, β and γ are then
calculated on the basis of the following vectors from Fig. 3:
the palm normal vn, the vector from pc to the tip of the
index finger vi, the vector from pc to the tip of the middle
finger vm and the vector from pc to the tip of the thumb vt.
All angles are calculated with the formula in equation (1):
α = f(vn,vi), β = f(vn,vm), γ = f(vn,vt).

f(vx,vy) = arccos
〈vx,vy〉
|vx||vy|

(1)

To calculate the separation angle of the index and middle
finger δ we apply equation (1) to two vectors pointing from
pc to the center of the middle segment (i.e., the middle
phalanx) of the index and middle fingers. This works better
in practice than using the separation angle between vi and
vm because the human index and middle fingertips naturally
approach each other when closing a grasp. This artifact
would make it practically impossible to perform spherical
grasps on the robotic hand. However, the middle phalanxes
are more easily separable while the human hand is in a
closed grasp configuration. Finally, the human flexion angles
α, β, γ, and δ are linearly scaled to the allowed joint angle
range of each DOF of the robot hand and sent to the ReFlex
TakkTile’s ROS driver.

IV. ROBOT ARM CONTROL

A. Leap KUKA Node

Fig. 4 shows an overview of the main coordinates frames
that are considered in the Leap KUKA Node. The four
coordinate frames are:

• Manipulator base frame {B}
• Leap Motion frame {L}
• Hand frame {H}
• Manipulator tool frame {T}

{L}
{B}

{T}
{H}
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Fig. 4: Coordinate systems overview [41], [42]. We show
x-axes in red, y-axes in green, and z-axes in blue.

Equation (2) states the relationships between the coordi-
nate frames with homogeneous transformation matrices. The
transformation matrix B

T T describes the desired tool pose
{T} expressed in the base frame {B}.

B
T T = B

LT
L
HT

H
T T (2)

According to the transform equation (2), the matrix B
T T is

expressed as a product of the following transformations.
• B

LT describes the fixed pose of the Leap Motion {L}
relative to the robot base {B}. Note that we place {L}
in a convenient pose for the sake of the calculations –
the Leap Motion’s pose in the real world is arbitrary.
We position {L} underneath the center of a user-defined
workspace and calculate its orientation by a mechanism
that allows for arbitrary rotations around the Leap
Motion’s y-axis.

• L
HT expresses the pose of the operator’s hand {H} in
the Leap Motion frame {L}. We define L

HT such that
the x-axis of {H} equals the palm direction vd, its z-
axis equals vn, and its translational vector is pc.

• H
T T describes a fixed transformation from the hand
frame {H} to the robot tool pose {T}. The tool position
coincides with the hand position pc, and we couple the
tool orientation to the hand’s orientation.

B. KUKA Control Node

The KUKA Control Node executes a Supervisory Control
(SC) loop as described in algorithm 1, offering a ROS
interface to receive desired tool transforms B

T T that are then



Algorithm 1: Supervisory control algorithm (* are
functions from the KST [37]).

1 while true do
2 if exit app then
3 break;

4 if control active then
5 if time out and ¬ at home then
6 ptpMotion(qh)*;
7 else
8 B

T T ← getToolTransform();
9 B

T p ← scaleToolPosition(BT p, s);
10 B

T p ← enforceWorkspaceBoundary(BT p);
11 qd ← calcInvKinematics(BT T );
12 if ¬ mirroring and at home then
13 if all qi,d < qt with i ∈ {1, . . . , 7}

then
14 realTimeMotion(qd)*;
15 else
16 ptpMotion(qd)*;

17 else if mirroring then
18 realTimeMotion(qd)*

19 else if ¬ control active and ¬ at home
then

20 ptpMotion(qh)*;

21 publishRobotState();

used to control the robot in joint space q ∈ R7. The control
algorithm runs at 300Hz, and a soft watchdog guarantees
a minimum execution frequency of 100Hz by monitoring
the time since the last received tool transform B

T T . The SC
uses two motion types from the KST [37]: point-to-point
(PTP) motions and real-time motions, which both transmit
commands to the native KUKA robot controller in joint
space.

The robotic arm is brought into a home position qh before
starting the SC loop. By default, the algorithm calculates the
home position qh such that the tool position coincides with
the user-defined workspace center pw and the tool z-axis
points along the negative z-axis of the base frame {B} (see
tool home pose {Th} in Fig. 6). This downward-facing tool
orientation is a convenient initial pose for robotic grasping,
and the starting tool position at pw ensures maximum
clearance from our custom workspace boundary. A custom
home position qh can be specified, overriding this calculation
process.

The SC is activated once the flag control active
in algorithm 1 is set to true via the ROS service
kuka/kuka control. In line 8, the desired tool transform
B
T T is received from the ROS network. We then scale the tool
position B

T p by a multiplicative factor s ∈ [0.1, 1.5] relative
to the workspace center pw in line 9. This factor is beneficial
when using the control loop combined with the Leap KUKA
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Fig. 5: Virtual interaction box I inside of Leap Motion’s FOV
[25], [42]. Users must place their hand inside the interaction
box to start the control algorithm. We show x-axis in red,
y-axis in green and z-axis in blue.

Node. A factor of s < 1 scales all palm movements down,
allowing for higher-resolution position control of the end-
effector. If s > 1 all movements are scaled up, allowing to
cover a wider workspace on the robot with the same palm
movements. In line 10, the user-defined workspace boundary
constraints are enforced to ensure the tool position is within
the safety bounds. The inverse kinematics problem is solved
in line 11 to obtain the desired joint positions qd from the
updated tool transform B

T T . Let qi,d be the movement of
joint i from the home position qh to the first desired robot
position qd. If all joint movements qi,d for the first robot
movement qd in line 13 are below a threshold qt (default
qt = 0.2 degrees) the change is small enough to directly
execute a real-time motion to qd in line 14. Otherwise, we
perform a PTP motion to qd in line 16. Now, the robot has
left its home position qh and the mirroring flag is set to
true. From this point onwards, all calculated joint positions
qd are executed with real-time motions in line 18. When
used with the gesture tracker, the robot now mirrors the
motion of the operator’s palm. Once a time-out occurs (i.e.,
no new transforms received for a specified period of time)
or the control active flag is set to false the robot
moves to its home position qh in lines 6 and 20, respectively.
The algorithm continuously publishes information about the
robot state in line 21 to satisfy the robot interface’s real-time
constraints (e.g., QoS - Quality of Service).

C. Safety Considerations

Safety is of utmost importance when letting untrained
users such as children or the general public interact with
robots. Fast and uncontrolled motion commands may poten-
tially harm humans in the robot’s vicinity or damage robotic
equipment. We implement several features to meet the safety
requirements in addition to the inherited safety of the KUKA
cobot:

• We specify a maximum tool speed of 0.8 m/s, and a
maximum measured cartesian torque of 25 Nm within
the firmware of the KUKA iiwa. If any of those thresh-
olds are exceeded (e.g., due to rapid hand movements
or collisions), the robot performs a safety stop. The
manufacturer of the robot implemented these measures.
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ensure maximum clearance from workspace boundary when
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• The Leap Motion control of the robotic devices is
inactive by default to prevent the system from exe-
cuting any motions from hands that may be placed
within the Leap Motion FOV unintentionally. A su-
pervisor can activate the robot arm and gripper con-
trol via the ROS services kuka/kuka control and
kuka/gripper control. Calling the emergency
stop service kuka/exit app emergency immedi-
ately stops any motion of the robot.

• To start mirroring the hand’s motions with the robotic
arm, users must place the center of their palm pc inside
a virtual interaction box I . Fig. 5 illustrates that I is
centered at the workspace center pw which lies directly
above the Leap Motion frame {L}. This mechanism
ensures that the system starts hand mirroring in a well-
perceived area (tracking close to Leap Motion FOV
boundary is noisier). Once the robot mirrors the hand’s
motion, users can exit I boundaries.

• We use a moving average filter with a kernel size of 10
samples to smooth out the measured palm poses in case
of swift, oscillating hand movements.

• The security software layer engages the robot breaks if
any tool positions B

T p with z < 0 are detected, thus
preventing collision with the table.

• Operators can only change the scaling factor s via the
ROS service kuka/scaling factor when the Leap
Motion control of the manipulator is inactive and when
the robot is in its home position qh with breaks engaged.

• If any problems during the inverse kinematics calcula-
tion occur (e.g., no solution or solution violates joint
limits) in line 11 of algorithm 1, the robot safely stays
in the previous joint configuration.

• We use the Leap Motion tracking confidence variable

c ∈ [0, 1]. A low c may indicate that the hand moves
very fast, is close to the FOV boundary, or that ambient
lighting causes visual glare on the Leap Motion sensor.
We move the manipulator to its home position qh if
c < 0.05.

• The security software layer continuously monitors the
hand orientation to avoid any potentially dangerous tool
orientations. We use equation (1) to compute the angle
between the palm normal vn expressed in {L} and the
negative Leap Motion y-axis as θ = f(vn, [0,−1, 0]T ).
If θ > θt, where θt is a user-defined orientation thresh-
old that defaults to 25◦, we clip the palm orientation to
θt.

As a final safety layer, the tool positions B
T p are con-

strained. The user-specified workspace W defines the set
of all allowed tool positions. We implement a function
g : R3 7→ W to enforce the workspace boundary, whereW is
a closed set, i.e. ∂W ∈ W . Equation (3) shows that g leaves
all tool positions B

T p that lie within W unaffected. Any tool
positions that lie outside of the workspace are projected to
the closest point p̂ on the workspace boundary ∂W as stated
in equation (4).

g(p) =

{
p if p ∈ W
p̂ if p /∈ W

(3)

with p̂ ∈ ∂W s.t. min |p̂− p| (4)

The working envelope of the robot arm is a hollow sphere.
Therefore, our user-defined workspace W is a segment of
this hollow sphere to leverage as much of the natural robot
workspace as possible and to make sure all tool positions
within W are reachable. A simple box-shaped workspace
would leave a lot of reachable tool positions unused. Fig. 6
shows a plot of a possible workspace W . Four constraints
define the workspace boundary ∂W .

1) The center line defines the general orientation of the
workspace (also see Fig. 6).

2) We obtain two constraining planes that are spanned by
the base frame z-axis and two vectors that result from
a rotation of the center line around the base frame {B}
z-axis by an an opening angle.

3) An interval [zmin, zmax] spans two constraining planes
in the base frame {B} z-direction.

4) An interval of radii [rmin, rmax] defines two spheres
that are centered above the base frame {B} and limit
the workspace radially.

V. PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS

Fig. 7 shows one example of a possible grasping task. The
operator pulls a tape that lies outside the robot’s workspace
closer by using a single finger and picks the tape up with a
pinch grasp to place it on a basket. Such precise actions are
made possible by controlling each robotic finger separately.

As a case study demonstration, we presented the robotic
platform to the public during the Great Exhibition Road Fes-
tival 2019, a public science fair crowded with children and
young adults, as shown in Fig. 8. We found that the robotic



Fig. 7: Demonstration of complex manipulation task. The operator reaches for a tape with one finger, performs a pinch grasp
and places the object at a target location.

platform was easy and safe to use by children while it also
offered multiple layers of complexity interesting to adults.
The system’s safety was assessed by the college Health and
Safety officer before the event. Our targeted group at the
science festival was 10 to 15-year-old children. We chose this
age group because we want to inspire children close to their
high-school graduation before deciding which profession to
aim for. Further, we used the public demonstration to ideate
a curriculum of grasping tasks from which children can learn
robotics and engineering concepts. We asked them to conduct
a pick-and-place task and suggested performing power and
pinch grasps on the provided objects. They discovered that
the power grasps provided more stability on the spherical
objects, whereas the pinch grasps were more suitable for
delicate objects. This exercise provided an opportunity to
introduce them to some basic concepts in robotic grasping
(kinematics, motion-sensing via computer vision, and grasp
analysis).

A questionnaire and spot interviews were collected during
the event. Some data from the festival: for groups with
children under 16, the main reasons to attend the exhibition
were to inspire young people about science (81%) and to
have an enjoyable day out (55%). This group represents
42% of all attendants to the festival. As general feedback,
we achieved a high engagement from both children and
adults. Here some reported comments: ”Being able to talk to
researchers at a level that matters to an interested adult while
also seeing the same researcher explain their work through
activities that enthuse children.” and ”The whole atmosphere

Fig. 8: Children and adults interacting with robotic platform
at Great Exhibition Road Festival 2019.

was great, things to do for the kids and new things to learn
for the adults. I really enjoyed speaking to the presenters,
who were so knowledgeable and passionate - they were truly
inspiring.”.

VI. CONCLUSION

This case study introduces an open-source software frame-
work created as an educational and demonstrative tool,
specifically to engage children and young adults in different
aspects of robotics. The robotic platform was designed for
teleoperation with a master interface based on a hand track-
ing system. We have shown that an operator can simultane-
ously control a 7-DOF robotic end-effector with an attached
4-DOF robotic hand using palm and finger movements,
creating a natural interface compared to traditional joysticks
or pre-programmed trajectories. The robotic system was
evaluated during a public exhibition, where it was shown to
be an inspiring tool for both children and young adults. In
future work, we would like to conduct extended user studies
to quantify the system’s effect on engagement with robotics
and STEM in children and young adults. Such a quantitative
analysis was not possible yet due to the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, we want to organize pilot
studies that use this system to teach robotics concepts to
children and young adults. We would also like to investigate
the gesture control’s effectiveness compared to other control
techniques. Finally, this project’s scope could be expanded
by leveraging the system to study human grasping to define
new machine learning algorithms for autonomous pick-and-
place operations.
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